Release Date: October ‘09
Recomendaded Singles:
1. La siesta

3. Variables

2. Estupendamente

7. La gran caída

THE NEW RAEMON
LA DIMENSION DESCONOCIDA
Tracklist:
1. La siesta
2. Estupendamente
3. Variables
4. Por tradición
5. El fin del imperio
6. Dramón Rodríguez
7. La gran caída
8. Sucedáneos
9. La dimensión desconocida
10. La recta final

Selling Points:
- Produced by Santi Garcia and Ricky Falkner at
Ultramarinos Costa Brava Studios. Mixed by
Jordi Mora.
- Second full-length after "A propósito de
Garfunkel" (BCore, 08), the third counting the
10" vinyl EP " "La Invasión de los ultracuerpos",
only a year and a half after the debut.
- Ramon Rodríguez, leader of the band, remains
also as Madee's frontman and as the director of
Cydonia Records. Ricky Falkner and Ricky
Lavado (Standstill), Marc Prats (Madee) and
Pablo Garrido (Sanpedro) complete the line-up.
- Cover art by Martin Romero, winner of the prize
Premio Junceda 2009 for his work on "La
Invasión de los Ultracuerpos"

Artist:

We were starting to be impatient about The New Raemon's
new stuff, as we've been singing along compulsively the
songs of his amazing debut "A propósito de Garfunkel"
(BCore, 2008). They gave us a few more songs in its epilogue
"La Invasión de los Ultracuerpos" (10" EP, BCore 2008),
which was as brilliant as short in timing. That's why we really welcome this second album, "La dimensión desconocida",
that brings us a bunch of new songs, with the same beauty,
cleverness in lyrics, delicate melodies and lush arrangements
as those we found in the debut, but with some remarkable
novelties: conceived more as a "whole band" album than a
"singer/songwriter" one, it shows a well-packed combo of
musicians who have been touring together for a year. A slight
dose of darkness, as in the misterious "La gran caída" and
"El fin del imperio"; a luxurious orchestration in "Dramón
Rodríguez", and a desolate sadness in "Por tradición". But
those who enjoyed "A propósito de Garfunkel" don't have to
worr y:
the
fantastic
star t,
with
"La
siesta",
"Estupendamente" and "Variables" brings us back that particular feeling that has stolen so many hearts. The recovery
of "Sucedáneos", already a classic in their live repertoire,
simply proves that the machinery is working well and leading
them to the right goal.
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